Scientific studies report crucial impacts of biomechanical effectors to modulate wound healing either by scarring or regeneration. Further, the biological decision to predominantly favor the former is still cryptic. Real-time visualization of biomechanical manifestations in situ in scarring is hence necessary. Endorsed by nanostructural testing, synthetic phantom analysis, and computational simulations, we found strong mechanobiological correlates for Swept Source Optical Coherence Tomography (SS-OCT) speckles in mice cutaneous repair (full-thickness) up to 10 months. The theoretical basis of the optomechanics to provide insights into scar form-factor and evolution is proposed. Optomechanical changes have been considered as the resultant of intrinsic (e.g. fiber elastic modulus) and gross tissue mechanics (extracellular matrix (ECM)) in maturing scars. Non-invasive optomechanics supported with microscopic findings reveal scar's cross-sectional self-organizing di-fork architecture. Dual-compartment heterogeneity of di-fork exhibits stress-evading features with a dichotomy in inhabitant cellular stress-fiber distributions. This differential interactivity of scar with adjoining tissues reflects its architectural intelligence to compensate tissue loss (hypodermis/muscle) by assembling into a di-fork. Gradual establishment of baseline shifted lasting mechanobiological steady-state, later in scarring, expose scar as an alternate stable state within the skin.
Introduction

1
A scar is a result of inappropriate fibrillogenesis and fiber accumulation in mammals during wound 2 repair. Alternatively, healing which completely restores original physiology is regeneration. Skin 3 partial-thickness wounds heal regeneratively as opposed to life-long scarring in deeper assaults. 4 Furthermore, scars in high mobility areas of the body (joints, abdomen, chest etc) are prone to 5 aggressive fibro-proliferation e.g. hypertrophic scars, keloids etc [1] . Thus, wound milieu associated 6 mechanics play a crucial role in determining healing fate. The central role of mechanical forces in 7 regulating biochemical signals (mechanotransduction) in wound healing is well established [2] . But, 8 causes of apparent immortality and "hyper" compensatory individualism of an emergent scar to mend 9 resulting mechanophysiological imbalance needs investigation. The clinical load of fibro-proliferative 10 disorders is not just restricted to skin but also several vital organs following repair of internal trauma 11 e.g. heart attack, hepatic cirrhosis etc., and is also occasionally linked with cancer [3] . 12 Insights into scar's accommodation, despite its biological inappropriateness is revealed in the 13 article emphasizing on wound-milieu mechanics. We investigated in situ scar development in 14 murine skin during full-thickness excision wound healing with a Swept Source Optical Coherence 15 Tomography (SS-OCT) for 10 months. Multiply-scattered photons documented modifications 16 in tissue mechanical integrity during the healing course. This borrowed concepts from elastic 17 Rayleigh/Mie scatters and inelastic stimulated 18 Brillouin scatters (SBS) [4] resulting from laser 19 radiation pressure (RP) [5] . Reflected dark field 20 microscopy (RDFM) was adopted as a high res- 21 olution optical reflectance analogue to OCT. 22 In-house phantoms with known properties also 23 validated evaluated optomechanical connects. 24 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and nanoin-25 dentation experiments along with computational simulations assessed mechanical properties and 26 stability parameters of scar. Our findings show that scars acquire a heterogeneity-modified and 27 temporally-preserved stress resilient di-fork in cross-section ( Fig. 1) , to possibly acquire permanence 28 in the system as an alternate stable state, suggestive of scar intelligence.
29
Materials and Methods
30
OCT Imaging Swiss albino mice (15, male, age: 2-3 months, weight: 35-40 gm) were anesthetized 31 (Ketamine/Xylazine) after chemical depilation of skin. Skin full thickness excision wounds (4-5 32 mm diameter) were created on either side of dorsum between 3rd and 6th Lumbar vertebrae. In 33 situ wound tomograms were captured using SS-OCT with λ=1300 nm, ∆λ=100 nm (OCS1300SS, 34 Thorlabs-Inc., Newton, NJ, USA). Images were acquired every day post injury (dpi) up to 15 dpi and 35 then at 30, 60, 120, 180, 240, and 300 dpi. Healing tissues collected at corresponding time-periods 36 were formalin fixed for microscopy and mechanical analysis. The study was approved by Institute 37 Animal Ethical Committee documented as IE-11/JC-SMST/1.14. Mechanical Imaging and Analysis DnD tissue sections were imaged under Bruker Multimode 8 52 AFM system (Bruker Corporation, USA) visualized by PeakForce QNM (PF-QNM, Bruker Corpo-53 ration, USA) mode. The nano-mechanical evaluation of tissue sections (DnD) was performed using 54 the TI 950 TriboIndenter (Hysitron Inc., USA) with a diamond tip measured by loading of the tip 55 up to 100 nm into the 4µm sections followed by unloading. The reduced modulus (E r ) and material 56 hardness (H) were evaluated from the resultant load-displacement curve. Sample Young's Modulus 57 (E s ) was calculated using 1/E r = (1 − ν
)/E i , where ν, E are the Poisson's ratio and 58 elastic modulus of sample (s) and diamond indenter (i). E r being the sample's reduced modulus.
60
Optical phantoms were prepared with agarose gel (0.2% w/v) and cellulose from Whatman filter 61 paper grade1 (Sigma Aldrich, USA) after finely shredding, dispersing (shaking in water) and drying 62 cellulose, eventually preparing a stock solution (0.8% w/v in water). Cellulose (0.2% v/v from 63 stock) was boiled with agarose and 1 ml of mixture was casted into 12-well plates. Phantoms were 64 air-dried. Figure 2 . Illustration SS-OCT optical reflectance (OR) for non-invasive visualization of mechanical changes in scarring. a in situ mice OCT, b corresponding histology, and AFM at c 10×10 µm, d 2.5×2.5 µm window size in 1 normal dermis, (E-epidermis, D-dermis, H-=hypodermis, M-muscle) 2 early remodeling (ER, 15dpi), 3 scar (180 dpi).e comparison of Young's moduli (E) spread in skin dermis (N=30) and scar (N=30) from nanoindentation testing. f comparison the SS-OCT optical reflectance (OR) spread in skin dermis and scar (N>80k speckles × 5 ROI) assuming Gaussian and Extreme-Value population distributions. g temporal variations in OCT OR with scar maturation (N=30×8 time points) normalized at each point to adjacent normal dermis (baseline, y=0) with baseline shifts (BS) tested by two-tailed t-test (ns(P>0.05), *(P≤0.05), **(P≤0.01), ***(P≤0.001), ****(P<0.0001). h corresponding scar thickness (N=25) normalized to dermis thickness (origin). i slope-intercept plane locations of subsequent (back arrow) 1/3rd of the tissues from OCT depth scans representative of changes in depth-wise attenuation. The steepness of fall depict extent of attenuation and direction of shift (left/right) indicate increasing/decreasing OR attenuation with depth. j OCT OR changes with dehydration/density and material mechanics in synthetic phantoms of agarose (red) and agarose embedding cellulose (blue-agarose, green-cellulose). k Time-matched thickness change (N=15) in agarose-cellulose phantom (AgCel). l, m, n OCT of phantoms at progressive time points of air-drying indicative of dehydration and simultaneous density gain, 1 is agarose only and 2 is the AgCel phantom OCT, 3 is the en-face OCT image of AgCel. All error bars are µ±SD.
and statistical analysis (t-test, ANOVA). For OCT vs. time plot, OR (optical reflectance) was 68 estimated from random patches (15 × 15) in maturing scars at specified time points. Patches selected 69 from normal dermis adjacent to the scar, normalized reflectance alterations due to instrument 70 fluctuations. OCT OR normalized to its corresponding dermis (x sc − µ nom )/µ nom was plotted 71 against time. The baseline thus represented normal (y=0) at all time points. For OCT slope vs. 72 intercept plot, signal change (I x,z1 , I x,z1+1 , · · · , I x,z1+n ) was plotted along scar depth n (A-scan 73 amplitudes) to estimate OR changes. The depth-wise attenuation was equally divided into three 74 
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zones from top to bottom. Linear regression fit was performed on each to be plotted as points in 75 the slope-intercept plane. Details of texture analysis and Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) 76 are provided in SI Appendix.
78
Computational Simulation used COMSOL Multiphysics 5.1 platform. Effect of RP on collagen 79 fiber: Cylindrical geometry represented collagen fiber (70×1000 nm) with E = 0.37 GPa [NI], 80 density (ρ) = 1050 kg/m 3 , and ν = 0.4. The laser radiation pressure (F) was calculated using 81 F = (2P/c)r cos θ, where P (power) = 10 mW , c the speed of light, r is reflectivity that ranges 82 from 1 to 2 i.e. from completely absorbing to fully reflective material, θ is the angle of incidence (0 83 for normally incident laser) giving a maximum laser radiation force of 66.7 pN. Effect of external 84 forces on scar: The scar di-fork as seen in tomogram was rendered in 3D (base diameter = 4mm) 85 for a circularly healed scar (e.g. punch biopsy wounds). While the upper scar compartment (USC) 86 assumed E=0.4 GPa (from nanoindentation (NI)), ρ=500 kg/m3, ν=0.4, the lower compartment 87 (LSC) allotted E=1 GPa (NI), ρ=1050 kg/m 3 (collagen intensity in VG stain), ν=0.4. Applied 88 Force (0-300 N) in three different directions on the scar surface effected pressure, pull, and shear 89 conditions. 90 Figure 3 . Schematic representation and theoretical correspondence of OCT OR w.r.t. both intrinsic and global tissue mechanics. a-1,2 schematic of laser pressure induced fiber deformation and a-3 the subsequent vibrations interfering with the photons altering its energy/wavelength to be reflected in OCT speckle intensities. b Simulation of the deformation in a 70×1000 nm fiber with E=0.37 GPa (top), laser force F=67 pN (bottom). c The fiber orientations calculated from RDFM images using HOG (rose plots) depicting tighter orientation in scar compared to normal dermis. e schematic illustration of differential photon interaction in normal dermis (left) and scar (right). Scar backscatters more photons owing to dense, parallel fibers with uniform diameter and low water content.
Results
91
Optomechanics in OCT: The gray-intensity value of OCT speckles are estimates of optical 92 reflectance (OR) backscattered from the corresponding tissue locations. Given the OCT resolution 93 (9/12 µm; air/water), OR illustrates micro-structural changes in scarring (Fig. 2a , SI Appendix, 94 Fig. S1 ). A broad range of elastic moduli was documented for both dermis and scar with nanoin-95 dentation experiment (Fig. 2e) with latter having an overall higher value. Similar observation was 96 noted for OR of the two (Fig. 2f) plotted on determining speckle population fitted (Gaussian and 97 Extreme-value models) model parameters i.e. mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ). Broader range 98 of collagen fibril diameter (Fig. 2c,d ) and orientation degree of freedom (Fig. 3c,d ) was observed in 99 intact dermis compared to scar under AFM and RDFM. To validate the optomechanical correlates, 100 tissue mechanics was considered a cumulative function of (a) intrinsic mechanical properties of con-101 stituents (fibers e.g. collagen) and (b) overall matrix properties like hydration state and fiber density. 102 103 a. Endorsing the concept of radiation pressure, the SS-OCT with average NIR laser power of 10 104 mW, incident normally, theoretically exerts a force of up to 66.7 pN on the tissue components. 105 Simulation illustrated effect of evaluated laser force on collagen fibril matched (shape, dimension 106 and mechanical property) structure (Fig. 3a,b ). An exaggerated skin mimicking phantom with fiber 107 (cellulose, Young's Modulus (E) ≈1-5 GPa [6] ) embedded in water-retaining matrix (agarose gel, 108 E ≈2 kPa-2 MPa [7, 8] ) illustrated proportionate OCT-OR response to the components at a given 109 hydration state (Fig. 2j) i.e. cellulose displaying a higher OR than agarose even at completely dried 110 state (48 hrs).
112
b. OCT was performed on phantoms of (i) only agarose and (ii) cellulose embedded in agarose 113 (Fig. 2l,m,n) undergoing dehydration. The OR was recorded to increase with dehydration (and 114 concentration/density) (Fig. 2j) as do their elastic moduli [7, 8] . Phantom thickness (function of 115 water content) had a mirror symmetry with its OR (Fig. 2j,k) . Similar trend was observed in 116 scarring (Fig. 2g,h ).
118
Spatio-temporal variations in scar optical reflectance: The OR measures were determined 119 along (a) healing tissue depth and (b) temporal axis of wound repair up to 300 days post injury 120 (dpi) (SI Appendix, Fig.S1 ).
122
a. OCT OR change with depth (predominantly attenuation) in tissues (dermis, ER, scar) was 123 plotted and fitted to a line (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). To get a better resolution of signal change 124 with depth, a slope vs. photon attenuation for every progressing one-third depth of tissue was 125 plotted (Fig. 2i) . Normal dermis displayed progressive attenuation (left shifted i.e. increasingly 126 negative slope) with significant signal loss between steps (high vertical distance between progressive 127 marks) while the scar progressed towards the right with negligible vertical shift between points 128 implying much lowered signal attenuation. The first 2/3rd ofearly remodeling (ER) tissue dis-129 played high attenuation (left shift) contrary to the right shift in its lowest zone. These indicate 130 the gradual emergence of a high OR zone in deeper scar region resulting in lowered attenuation of scar. 131 132 b. Post injury the wound bed OR was found to be significantly low (Fig 2g) . At 15 dpi, the OR 133 nearly matched normal followed by a spiked rise within the next 15 days. Fluctuations (rate change) 134 in OR gradually declined with time and reached a plateau (180 dpi onwards) that was distinctly 135 shifted from the normal dermis baseline.
137
Scar's modified heterogeneity: RDFM of dehydrated tissues sections (4 µm) illustrated dual 138 compartment within scar. Distinct upper (USC) and lower scar compartments (LSC) with higher 139 reflectance (Fig. 4e) , texture (entropy, range) (Fig. 4g,h ) and Young's modulus (Fig. 4f) in the latter. 140 The Van Giesons stain (VG) of scar (Fig. 4d) revealed a more prominent red in LSC resembling 141 higher collagen density, while a lower red and higher yellow in USC depicted additional high ground 142 5/11 matrix composition. Healing actuators i.e. the Myofibroblasts (MFB) were found to express even in 143 matured scars (180 dpi) as seen by marker α-SMA immunofluorescence (Fig. 4a) . Further, a clear 144 morphological difference in α-SMA expression of MFBs was seen in scar USC and LSC (Fig. 4b,c) . 145 
146
Scar di-fork architecture: The optomechanical nature of OCT signals for scars were visualized 147 as a heat map of its OR measures (Fig. 1) . The 4-10 month old scar OR were prominently 148 found extending into the intact dermis above and muscle layer below leaving a cleft in the middle 149 constituting mainly of neighboring hypodermis (Fig. 5a ). Time-matching stained (Fig. 5b) and 150 unstained (Fig. 5c ) tissue sections imaged under microscopy confirmed this architecture. Hypodermis 151 was absent in scar. The di-fork architecture was simulated in 3D as illustrated in Fig. 5d ,e. The 152 emergent structure was subjected to shear, pressure and pull (Fig. 5f,g,h) . In all cases the structure 153 recorded deformation, dissipating majority of the stress in the neighboring fat-rich hypodermis 154 attributed to the di-fork form.
155 Figure 4 . Mechanical dichotomy in scar's modified dual-compartment heterogeneity and its impact on cellular effectors. a forking region of the scar expressing α-SMA. b α-SMA positive MFBs in USC predominantly demonstrate spindle shaped appearance, c circularly spread distribution of α-SMA in the LSC. d differential VG stained scar tissue at the normal skin-scar junction showing higher red intensity in LSC implying higher collagen accumulation and a higher yellow in USC indicate higher proportion of ground substance, elastin etc. e RDFM image of the same section clearly demonstrating a higher reflectance from LSC. f nanoindentation results display 2-fold increase in Young's modulus (E) in LSC compared to USC and normal dermis (N=30). g,h textural map of the scar region based on overall intensity range and entropy respectively highlighting differences in the scar compartments for RDFM image.
Discussion
156
This article highlights maturing cutaneous scar architecture and proposes SS-OCT as a tool for 157 extracting some of its physiologically relevant facets in situ using optomechanics. OCT optome-158 chanics here is the optical projection of cumulative tissue mechanics, and not absolute mechanical 159 properties. This paper tracks maturation of scar architecture as a "system within a system" while 160 
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illustrating relevant insights on its permanence.
162
Optical scattering and tissue mechanics: The SS-OCT uses NIR laser (1300 nm) lying in the 163 second IR window for optimum penetration in biological specimen [9] . While the backscattered 164 photons contribute to the image intensity, tissue-specific photon attenuation reduces it. The detailed 165 skin-photon interaction optics is beyond the scope of this article [suggested read [10] ]. Lasers 166 potentially exert radiation pressure (RP) and are used in maneuvering small particles e.g. optical 167 tweezers [11] and depends on laser power (P), reflectivity of the interacting material (r) and the 168 angle of incidence (θ) [12] . Our simulations substantiate effect of radiation pressure of the OCT 169 laser on nano-scale skin collagen fibrils (Fig. 3b) . The backscattered photons after tissue-interaction 170 are received with their residual energy on the SS-OCT photo-detectors where they are converted 171 to equivalent electrons for image formation. Since OCT images multiply-scattered photons [13] , 172 it paints a deterministic picture of the source of spatial intensity distributions unlike random 173 singly-scattered phenomenon. The mechanical property of ECM depends on both material elastic 174 modulus and density. High density scattering components correspond to high probability of photon 175 backscatters (Rayleigh, Mie) reaching the detector, represented in image as higher intensities in 176 respective regions (Fig. 3e) . Furthermore, materials undergo elastic moduli dependent deformations 177 due to laser radiation pressure resulting in vibrations (phonons) that interfere with the light i.e. 178 inelastic stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), altering its wavelength/energy (Fig. 3a,b) and 179 thereby modulating image intensity. The photon-phonon interference has been directly used to 180 estimate mechanical properties of objects including collagen fibers [14] and improve OCT resolu-181 tion [13] . In fact, optical coherence elastography (OCE) measures differences in tissue stiffness by 182 external perturbations (loading/unloading, ultrasound etc.) followed by speckle tracking [15] . In our 183 study, the vibrations are inherently caused by SS-OCT laser RP [12] inducing matrix deformation 184 and subsequent photon-phonon interfered SBS [4] being reflected as intensities on the SS-OCT 185 image. Analysis of in-house phantoms designed to represent skin with fiber (cellulose) in a water 186 retaining matrix (agarose gel) show OCT image intensities (Fig. 2j ) to proportionately increase with 187 elastic moduli. As material density/volume fraction (inverse of porosity) also effects elastic modulus 188 positively [16] , higher density of cellulose fibers display pronounced OR intensities (Fig. 2j) . Thus, 189 higher scar OR can be attributed to either or both of increased E collagen and fiber density.
191
Optomechanics of tissue hydration: Fiber density can be caused by rapid polymerization (rel-192 ative to degradation) or water loss. While the proteoglycans (PG) form the water retaining ground 193 matrix for cushioning cells and fibers, extensive water bridges are bound to collagen fibers [17] with 194 structural and functional relevance [18] . Thus, water content also dictates tissue mechanics. Vast 195 fluctuations in elastic moduli (≈ 10 6 P a) have been reported within same materials (including colla-196 gen) based on their hydration state [7, 8, 14] . Water absorbs most SS-OCT NIR energy (by vibration 197 in O-H stretching), mechanically resembling energy loss by photon-water interaction (absorption). 198 Low reflectivity (r) in water-rich materials, in terms of RP, renders low photon energy reaching the 199 detector, effectively lowering OR intensity. Agarose gel-only phantoms display increasing OR with 200 dehydration (increasing E) (Fig 2j) . Further, in fiber embedded gel phantoms (AgCel), the effect is 201 even more pronounced due to effective gain in fiber density with water loss. Early healing (ER) 202 phase (granulation tissue) is full of high moisture containing hyaluronic acid (HA) [19] thus display a 203 low OR in OCT (Fig. 2a2,g ). Water content (thickness) in phantom shows an inverse relation with 204 corresponding OR (Fig. 2j,k) . Initial studies have reported a mirror symmetry (inverse relation) 205 between HA content and mechanical strength [20] in healing tissues. The OR peak (15 dpi onward) 206 observes an inverse correspondence to shrinkage of scar thickness (Fig. 2g,2h) suggesting water 207 depletion. This is due to simultaneous reduction in HA (replaced by polymerization boosting sulfated 208 proteoglycans [21] , decreasing polymerization regulating decorin [1] ) and increased degradation 209 resistant hydroxyl-lysine cross-linking [22] (shrinking tissue by exuding-out fluids) in parallel collagen 210 bundles during scarring.
212
Di-fork architecture heterogeneity: AFM (Fig. 2d1,d3) alongside RDFM (Fig. 3c,d ) images 213 Figure 5 . The di-fork architecture of matured scar and its stress distribution features. a Scar OCT displaying forking arms stretching both above and below the adjacent hypodermis (meeting the dermis and muscle respectively). b corresponding stained (VG) scar tissue sections. c dark field reflective microscopy showing distinct upper and lower compartments in scar (separated with dotted lines) each extending to the neighboring dermis and muscle respectively. d simplified representation of the scar di-fork in cross section. e-1,2,3 are the 3D, top and side view of a simulated circularly healed scar with differential mechanical properties in USC and LSC (4mm base diameter). f,g,h simulates stress distribution and deformation of scar on impacts of shear, pressure and pulling forces at F=250 N using evaluated mechanical properties.
illustrate the reticular and parallel arrangement of collagen in dermis and scar. Furthermore, fibril 214 diameter in scar is observed to be uniform compared to normal dermis (Fig. 2d1,d3 ). Scar's 215 geometric evenness and tighter angular orientation may be contributory to uniformity in OCT scans 216 (Fig. 1 ) attributable to homogeny in elastic light scattering. Although scars appear heterogeneity 217 compromised, OCT slope-intercept plot points out the gradual enhancement in photon gain (right 218 shift) (Fig. 2i ) with scar depth (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ) as completely opposed to dermis with the 219 usual increasing attenuation. Further, the scar (tomogram) extends both above and below the 220 adjacent hypodermis (Fig. 5a,b,c) having a di-fork appearance with upper scar compartment (USC) 221 merging into neighboring dermis and lower (LSC) clutching onto muscle layer. RDFM yields OCT-222 homologous reflected photons from structures in scar's sectional view demarcating the compartments 223 clearly. Texture (Fig. 4g,h ) and intensity distributions (Fig. 4e) in both compartments depict 224 USC and LSC having uniformly low and high reflectance (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 , Table S1 ) while 225 dermis spans the entire range (more intra-tissue variations). Further VG stain demonstrate visible 226 differences in stain uptake in the compartments with a bright red prominence in LSC (higher collagen 227 density) while both red and yellow in USC (more ground substance in addition to collagen) (Fig. 4d) . 228 
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Mechanically, E U SC is closer to E dermis while being significantly deviated from E LSC (Fig. 4f) . This 229 establishes the premise of scar's property of dual biomechanical compartmentalization depth-wise 230 to possibly achieve effective coordination with interacting normal tissues towards mechanically 231 compensating their absence.
233
Di-fork mechanobiology: Fibroblast to myofibroblast (MFB) differentiation (manifested by stress 234 fiber α-SMA expression) besides, inflammatory signals, is induced by mechanical forces [23] and 235 helps in wound contraction by laying collagen. As acute inflammatory signals diminish after ECM 236 restoration (15-20 dpi), MFBs die by apoptotic regulation [3] . However the prolonged cellular α-SMA 237 expression (180 dpi) suggests mechanical stress-induced MFB production of the scar. Furthermore, 238 α-SMA morphologies in USC and LSC are indicative of stress fiber response to diverse mechanical 239 stresses i.e. spread-out in higher mechanical stress and narrow/compact in lower [24] . The spread 240 out (ellipsoidal) α-SMA expression [ Fig.] in LSCs and fusiform (narrow, tailed) ones in USCs (Fig. 241  4a,b,c) advocate differential cellular effects in the di-fork compartments. This is analogous to the 242 differential sub-populations of fibroblast morphologies localized in dermal proximities (papillary, 243 reticular, follicular) [25] . Literatures further indicate apoptotic regulation of MFBs on releasing 244 mechanical stress. A possible explanation to the prolonged α-SMA expression could be that the 245 matrix-stress triggered MFBs which being potent cytokine attractors [3] help maintain inflammatory 246 signals (chronicity) adding to further MFB differentiation. The collective pool of MFBs (induced 247 mechanically [26] and by inflammation [3] ) lays out more scar collagen thus maintaining scar 248 mechanics and entering a closed loop vicious cycle.
250
Self-organization of di-fork attaining mechanically conducive alternate steady state: 251 The di-fork, in perspective resembles self-organization wherein a relatively chaotic event (wound) 252 assembles into a definite form using feedback from exploratory local internal fluctuations to gradually 253 attain a dynamic equilibrium. The full thickness wound after ER (15dpi) undergoes rapid collagen 254 polymerization and water loss (up to 30 dpi depicted as OR spike Fig. 2g) inherently. Thereafter 255 without any known exception di-fork architecture emerges which enters into a phase of fluctuating 256 matrix modification (30 dpi-120 dpi OR fluctuations, Fig. 2g ) effected by plausible biological 257 feedbacks from scars' mechanical alteration (Fig. 4f) . The di-fork dissipates majority of stress 258 towards the adjoining fat-rich hypodermis (potent shock absorber) (Fig. 5f,g,h) . In the context 259 of achieving permanence in cutaneous environment, scar as an emerging system has to iteratively 260 nurture itself (fiber assembly, composition, compartmentalization) using feedback loops and addresses 261 loss of crucial structures (hypodermis and muscle layers) with forked geometry and mechanobiological 262 dichotomy. Thus it improvises effective tissue interfacing reflected as temporally maintained di-fork's 263 steady state (180 dpi onwards, Fig. 2g ) perhaps on realization of an optimized mechanical condition. 264 
Conclusion
265
The inherent relevance of SS-OCT to document strong mechanical correlates in wound healing as the 266 cutaneous scar matures in the living system instrumented investigation into the perpetual aspect of 267 scarring. Scar, although being broadly classified into types essentially exists in a complex continuum 268 of structure and time, understanding of which may effect personalized wound-care. The scar di-fork 269 pronounce consistent forces in the wound milieu and optimizes an architecture to maintain the 270 mechanical balance with the newly deposited ECM and lack of buffers like subcutaneous fat. The 271 unusual mechano-stable features of the architecture can be a potential cause of scar's longevity. 272 Reverse engineering applications of the structure in mechano-intervention and tissue engineering 273 may draw crucial inputs in restoration of normal skin architecture (scar-less healing) i.e. more 274 regenerative. As the early healing stages do not illustrate this di-fork when ECM is freshly laid, it 275 sets the quest for a temporal switch after which healing progresses to an irreversible and everlasting 276 scar.
